GRADUATE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP POLICY

CONTEXT

Historically, Ferris State University has been viewed as an undergraduate university. In its current Carnegie Classification, its “basic” description is “Masters Colleges and Universities – Medium Programs.” In recent years, an increasing number of graduate programs have been added, and the expectations for these programs have been inconsistently defined. Given its current structure, faculty load is determined at the level of Colleges. However, there are some common expectations for Ferris graduate faculty that transcend college boundaries. Greater clarity in the expectations of graduate faculty has been provided by the Higher Learning Commission (HLC), whose standards Ferris must meet. The purpose of this document is to reinforce the scholarship expectations of graduate faculty at Ferris, including those specified by HLC, and describe the Ferris approach to graduate faculty qualifications.

POLICY

Graduate faculty should engage in scholarship appropriate to their disciplines and consistent with criteria established for graduate faculty by key entities, including the Higher Learning Commission, specialized accreditors, and/or professional societies. At Ferris, scholarship may take many forms and will be that most relevant for the discipline or the individual faculty member’s interests. In general, the University embraces the Boyer model of scholarship that incorporates Discovery, Integration, Application, and Teaching. With the university’s career-oriented mission and focus on teaching and learning, scholarship may often incorporate analyses of practices in the professions, contributions to the field, and assessment of learning, as examples. Given the HLC’s inclusion of “achievement,” this scholarly engagement may include achievements appropriate to the field, such as holding a high-level position such as a presidency for leadership faculty or contributions to professional associations of other faculty. Ferris scholarship, however imagined or defined, will conform to graduate standards that provide for the sharing of these achievements or contributions (through presentations, original research, publications, inquiry projects, professional development sessions, etc.) and requires documentation.
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